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Flash Game Maker - Angel-Street
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Flash Game Maker Simply create the best online game



Presentation This paper is designed to present Flash Game Maker AS3. Flash Game Maker AS3 is an open-source amateur project. The main goal of Flash Game Maker is to facilitate and enhance the quality of web flash games. Flash Game Maker is a framework supposed to evolve through collaborative work.



Overview As mentioned above, Flash Game Maker is a game builder. Flash Game Maker is designed to help creating any kind of game such as platform, action or simulation games. Flash Game Maker is based on IsoEngine and 2DEngine. It permits to create persistant game thanks to GameOBDD, an Oriented Object Data Base. Flash Game Maker is also able to create multiplayer game when used in parallel with GameServer which is an XML socket Server.



Context Flash Game Maker is not only a hobbyist project. Let‟s have a look in more detail to the opportunities offered by Flash Game Maker. To begin with, the current environment is suitable to flash games. The number of casual gamers is increasing (Flash Games Market Survey 2009 provided by Mochi). Besides, flash games are released on mobile phone and hopefully soon on Iphone and Ipad. It is a really huge market. Besides, there is a new trend directed toward social gaming (ex: farmwille). There is plenty of flash games online but only few are really interesting. Thus, differentiating by focusing on quality game is



Community Flash Game Maker is a new kind of project. The idea is to build a community willing to share, learn and benefit of participating in the achievement of Flash Game Maker. Indeed, Flash Game Maker is still in its implementation phase. Therefore, gathering human resources to develop Flash Game Maker is fundamental. Moreover, as presented in the following section, Flash Game Maker‟s business plan relies on the community involvement. Why people would be interested in joining the project?



First, to be part of something big! Flash Game Maker is an ambitious project which could be used as



venture in a CV. Second, collaborating in a project is the best way to grow and achieve a goal. Thanks to team working you can realize things far quicker and better than working alone. Also, it is more fun ! Finally, there is a win-win strategy that will be discuss later on explaining how people could make money thanks to Flash Game Maker .



How to postulate? At the moment, the only way to join the project is by sending me an email with your contact info, competencies and skills, general background, motivation and expectation in the project. There is no limit of postulant and everybody is welcome to join the project. The best contributors will be rewarded. If you are a coder, designer, sound artist or webmaster and want to join contact me [email protected] .



Business Plan The idea here is to determine if Flash Game Maker could potentially make money; and if „Yes‟, how? There is many way to make money with flash games. The most common strategies are integration of ads, sponsorship, licensing, paying games (Dofus) and prizing contest. Flash Game Maker is designed to create



infinity of diverse great games. Therefore, Flash Game Maker is by definition able to profit of each of these methods. Moreover, Flash Game Maker benefits different other channels. As any good marketers would have noticed the precedents approaches are all product focused. The advantage of Flash Game Maker is it persistency and community. Indeed, unlike a game which will have a birth and end, Flash Game Maker will continuously grows and attract more and more customers. We can imagine a set of services related to the creation of games with Flash Game Maker. If we create a portal of extra services such as customization for instance, the community could provides sounds, graphic tiles, characters, items or weapon that other members could buy and integrate to their games. In addition, it gives the opportunity to any member of the community used to Flash Game Maker to propose individuals or businesses to develop their games. Also, the portal may be used to incubate the best project and help them getting sponsorship. It is possible to envisage a strategy were a share of the profit made from Flash Game Maker will be reversed to the community in accordance to their participation. In other words, another business profitable for everyone can be created around Flash Game Maker. Contest challenge Project Team
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Marketing The marketing phase is an essential part to the project. As presented before, Flash Game Maker is a collaborative project. Flash Game Maker need to attract as many people as possible. That is why a careful attention will be put on the image of Flash Game Maker. That includes it visibility n the web, its graphical aspect (logo, blog, and website design) and its promotion. Concerning competitors, we observe that there are only few worthy peers. Each of them has a particularity. Citrus for instance is focused on classic 2D games whereas FFilmation is 3D oriented. TheoWorlds, OpenSpace and PushButton Engine are the real direct rivals to IsoEngine since they permits to elaborate isometric games and provides range of big features; In particular PushButton Engine, since it is open source and uses the famous physical engine box2D.



Statut After having read the previous chapter I hope you believe in the possibilities of Flash Game Maker. The most



skeptical will say: “Your story is beautiful in paper but what have you done so far?” Flash Game Maker is a sophisticated framework but its core engine is mainly IsoEngine. For the last few 4 years I worked on its achievement. At the moment, IsoEngine is reasonable stable to think that it can be used as a base of Flash Game Maker. The architecture of IsoEngine has been totally refurnished and adapted to the standard of oriented object computing (design pattern). Flash Game Maker use mainly IsoEngine, 2DEngine will be used as a complement to offer the opportunities to add extra mini games or interactive loading phases.



Things to do So what is needed to do? That is a big question (thanks to ask ^^). The project can be divided in two, the product Flash Game Maker and the services. Concerning the Flash Game Maker, the code need to be finalized and features must continuously improve. Also, it is a key to ensure that Flash Game Maker is easy to use. All parts of the framework could be distributed to different teams. A second effort must be directed toward the elaboration of a website, logo and platform collaborative (SVN, forum…). The services will have to wait till the product is completely finished but I am sure that would be a really interesting part. To see in more details all the tasks please refers to the complementary documents.
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Figure 1: Framework of Flash Game Maker



The difference between IsoEngine and IsoEditor is the perspective. Indeed, 2DEngine uses a classic 2D view while IsoEngine use an isometric view. An isometric view is a perspective imitating 3D only using 2D graphics. It has the advantages to consume fewer resources. Besides, graphics are easier to find or create. Both engines are supported by an editor responsible to build the maps. Editors can also be used dynamically in games like in strategy games to build unit or modify the environment (ex: Farmville, Sim City or C&C)
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Flash 

seron 2 pourvus aider à Éire de vitre repas un véritable sixés. /LIVRAISON\ Vºns H |-. | A DOMICILE | , , . N h |. /'épicerie/ine à Crans-J. RUE LU PRADO 9 ° 3963 ...
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flash 

Longueur du vÃªtement : environ 43.6cm (17 Â¼"). â–¡ Tailles : XS-S-M-L-XL ... Si votre stature est infÃ©rieure Ã  1m63 ou supÃ©rieure Ã  1m74, il est conseillÃ© d'ajuster ...
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Pizza Maker 

Place the unit on a clean, dry, heat resistant flat surface, such as a table or counter-top. 2. ... 1 package active dry yeast ...... 3/4 tasse de poulet rôti déchiqueté.
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Pizza Maker 

Salchicha condimentada, tiras de pollo, tocino, pepperoni, salami, jamón, carne italiana, cebolla, pesto, aceitunas negras, espinaca, corazones de alcachofa, ...
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automatic bread maker 

Le lait réfrigéré peut être réchauffé à 27-32°C. (80-90°F) toutefois sans le surchauffer (au-dessus de 100°F/232°C) car cela risquerait d'avoir une influence ...
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Icy Treats Maker - pdfstream.manualsonline.com 

Hook front housing onto base. 3. Place ice shaving chamber in front housing and ensure it is seated on the shaft. 4. Twist shaft in direction of arrow to lock into.
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flash memory 

Document Title ..... ation, I/O8 ~ I/O15 are not used to input command & address. ... does not float to high-z condition when the chip is deselected or when outputs ...
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STAGE FLASH 

Il y a quelque chose sur le pare-brise. J'ai conduit aussi vite que possible avec cette pluie. 24. Juho HÃ¤nninen (FIN) / Tomi Tuominen (FIN) (Ford Fiesta RS WRC).
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STAGE FLASH 

3 août 2013 - Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC). It's a little bit the same as the others. It's very fast, better than before with no ...
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STAGE FLASH 

2 aoÃ»t 2013 - Karl Kruuda (EST) / Martin JÃ¤rveoja (EST) (Ford Fiesta R5). It's been a very interesting day. I only had the first stage without any problems. 82.
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STAGE FLASH 

1 août 2013 - Kris Meeke (GBR) / Chris Pattersson (GBR) (Citroën DS3 WRC). C'est une spéciale épouvantable. La fin de la descente était très bosselée.
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STAGE FLASH 

2 août 2013 - On est juste en traction avant, je ne vois rien de l'extérieur. Ce n'est pas le ... Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC).
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STAGE FLASH 

Juan Carlos Alonso (ARG) / Juan Pablo Monasterolo (ARG) (Mitsubishi Lancer ... Martin Hudec (CZE) / Jakub KotÃ¡l (CZE) (Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X).
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FLASH INFO.jpg 

FREINSAV/ARÃ  disque Ã  bain d'huile et directeurs Ã  l'arriÃ¨re Ã  commande hydr. P0IDS (19) 2130 avecarceau. | 2240 avec Protector. 2320 avec StarLight. DIMENSIONS Avec pneus. 8.25-16AV. 280/85R20AR. â€” Starlight a Protector. : * Largeur min, hors
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Flash Economie 

2 mai 2017 - Flash Economie. 2. Bien sÃ»r, tout le monde aimerait pouvoir accroÃ®tre la consommation des mÃ©nages en France. Bien sÃ»r, il serait agrÃ©able de ...
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STAGE FLASH 

Juha Salo (FIN) / Marko Salminen (FIN) (Subaru Impreza WRX Sti R4). Everything is working nicely. It's ok, I'm trying to push hard. 85. Juha Salo (FIN) / Marko ...
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STAGE FLASH 

2 aoÃ»t 2013 - Rengas meni rikki pÃ¤tkÃ¤n puolivÃ¤lissÃ¤, vaikka ei osuttu mihinkÃ¤Ã¤n. 85. Juha Salo (FIN) / Marko Salminen (FIN) (Subaru Impreza WRX Sti R4).
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STAGE FLASH 

1 août 2013 - Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC). It's very tricky the stage, but it's ok. It was slippery but a nice stage. 3. Daniel ...
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STAGE FLASH 

3 août 2013 - Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC). It was ok. I was a little bit better maybe. We changed the differential so it is a ...
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Flash Samples 

ActionScriptâ„¢, which lets you create scripts that execute at run time in. AdobeÂ® ... you create scripts that run in the authoring environment (that is, while a user has ... Several JavaScript API samples are available in a folder named Samples/.
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STAGE FLASH 

1 août 2013 - Auto luistelee hieman. 10. Kris Meeke (GBR) / Chris Pattersson (GBR) (Citroën DS3 WRC). This was a beautiful wide Finland road, no verticals.
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Bilan Flash 

Bilan Flash avec Patrimoine en Ligne. Patrimoine en ligne - CAVD Zac St Martin â€“ 36, impasse FranÃ§ois Gernelle - BP 105 - 84120 Pertuis. Pour plus amples ...
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7-PDF Maker Manual 

â€žCreate PDF/A-1â€œ: PDF/A-1 is the new PDF format standard for long-term preservation. So you have the guarantee, that you can open and read this PDF-Format ...
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STAGE FLASH 

3 août 2013 - Per-Gunnar Andersson (SWE) / Emil Axelsson (SWE) (Ford Fiesta RS .... Hayden Paddon (NZL) / John Kennard (NZL) (Skoda Fabia S2000).
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